MoleMax Mole & Gopher Repeller

MOLEMAX® Mole & Gopher Repeller

Don't settle for imitations...
The MoleMax MoleMover™ is the original rodent repeller that may help discourage rodent activity in lawns and gardens. Over 1 million sold since 1987, the MoleMover™ has been the leader in providing environmentally friendly technology to help protect personal property from destructive rodents, including ground-dwelling Squirrels and Chipmunks.

Scientifically developed

MoleMover™ with new Chatter-Sound Technology™ simulates the natural “alarm and distress” call that we Burrowing Rodents use in nature to warn of danger... so RUN!

Planet friendly - safe for the environment, children and pets!

Advanced circuitry allows unit to be used year-round!

Patented “T” bar handle for easy installation and maintenance

Solar powered - full charge (6 hours of direct sunlight) lasts up to 21 days

Recommended usage: one unit every 30 feet (unobstructed) - for best results overlapping 2 units is suggested

features:

- Planet friendly - safe for the environment, children and pets!
- Advanced circuitry allows unit to be used year-round!
- Patented “T” bar handle for easy installation and maintenance
- Solar powered - full charge (6 hours of direct sunlight) lasts up to 21 days
- Recommended usage: one unit every 30 feet (unobstructed) - for best results overlapping 2 units is suggested

important!

- Do not place unit in tunnel or hole - place unit at site with worst damage
- Range of effectiveness depends largely upon soil type
- You will see the best results in hard, dense soils
- It may take a few days up to a few weeks to see effectiveness
- For best results, overlapping two units is recommended

100% satisfaction guarantee

Distributed by Bonide Products Inc.
6301 Sutliff Road • Oriskany, NY 13424
www.bonide.com

Manufactured by Exhart: Exhart warrants that this product will be free from defects in workmanship and materials. In the event of a defect or malfunction, Exhart will repair or replace, at its option, the product or component thereof. This product is protected by U.S. Patents # D324,558 & 7,598,879, 7,796,046 & 7,948,386. All Rights Reserved. MoleMover™ and Chatter-Sound Technology™ are registered trademarks. EPA Est. No. 087412-CHN-001. Made in China.

Exhart owned brand. 20364 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
800.775.5503
MOLEMAX®
Mole & Gopher Repeller

Don't settle for imitations.
The MoleMax® MoleMover™ is the original rodent repeller that may help discourage rodent activity in lawns and gardens. Over 1 million sold since 1987, the MoleMover™ has been the leader in providing environmentally friendly technology to help protect personal property from destructive rodents, including ground-dwelling Squirrels and Chipmunks.

Simulates the natural distress call that burrowing rodents use to warn of nearby predators. Based on scientifically documented research, MoleMover™ with new Chatter-Sound Technology™ contains the natural “alarm and distress” call that we Burrowing Rodents use to warn to warn their kin of danger... so RUN!

Features:
- Planet friendly - safe for the environment, children and pets!
- Advanced circuitry allows unit to be used year-round!
- Patented "T" bar handle for easy installation and maintenance
- Solar powered - all charge 16 hours of direct sunlight last up to 21 days
- Recommended usage: one unit every 30 feet (unobstructed) - for best results overlapping 2 units is suggested

Directions:
Step 1. Before installation, place MoleMover™ in direct sunlight for two days to fully charge batteries - in the "off" position. After two days, press the On/Off button to turn the unit on. You should now hear a buzz every 28 seconds.
Step 2. Use a starter stake to make a pilot hole before inserting MoleMover™ into the ground. DO NOT HAMMER OR PUSH EXCESSIVELY OR YOU MAY DAMAGE UNIT.
Step 3. Insert MoleMover™ into the ground, until flush with the ground, ensuring you can still see the Solar Panel. Make sure it is tight in the ground. Solar and vibration travels best in hard, compact soil.

Steps:
- Do not place unit in tunnel or hole - place unit at site with worst damage
- Range of effectiveness depends largely upon soil type
- You will see the best results in hard, dense soil
- It may take a few days up to a few weeks to see effectiveness
- For best results, overlapping two units is recommended

100% satisfaction guarantee
Distributed by Bonide Products Inc.
800.775.5503
www.bonide.com

Exhart owns brand.
20364 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

Manufactured by Exhart: Exhart warrants that this product will be free from defects in workmanship and materials. In the event of a defect or malfunction, Exhart will repair or replace, at its option, the product or component(s) that are defective. This product is protected by U.S. Patents # D324,558 & 7,598,879, 7,796,046 & 7,948,386. All Rights Reserved. MoleMover™ and Chatter-Sound Technology™ are registered trademarks. EPA Est. No. 087412-CHN-001. Made in China.

Exhart owned brand. 20364 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311.